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Learning Question… Would you like to live in the Stone Age?

Year 3/4 Project Homework

**Create a poem, rap or song about life in
prehistoric times. Maybe use your recent
work on poetry linked to fire as a starting
point?

**Can you find out what an archaeologist is and what they do (there’s
a famous fictional one called Indiana Jones whom you might have
heard of)? What skills do they need? Where would you go if you were
an archaeologist? Why? Present your findings in a creative way for
example on an information poster or
board.
Read non- fiction books/use
the internet to find out about
the Stone Age. Show your
findings in creative and
interesting way (leaflet,
information board, poster).

**Use a range of materials
from home to create your
own prehistoric wall art or
sculpture. Use images from
our topic or the internet to
influence your work.

Using your local library or internet to
find out what a Bronze Age settlement
would look like. Can you draw or create
a model of one and label it?

TRIBAL TALES
Write a short story set during prehistoric times (either
Stone Age, Bronze Age or Iron Age). What could happen?
Remember to make it historically accurate (sorry, no
dinosaurs – but loads of other amazing animals and danger.)
Or you could base it on our class story ‘Stone Age Boy’.

Information for children and parents

What are monuments? Are there any in our local
area? How do these modern day monuments
compare with prehistoric monuments? Do any
still exist today (even after thousands of
years)? Present your findings on a montage
board (like a scrap book) with labels and dates
or in a PowerPoint of word document.

A Happy New Year from all the Year 3 and 4 staff and well done on starting your homework project!
Over the next half term your task is to complete as many of these ‘Tribal Tales’ inspired homework activities as possible. There are three (3)
compulsory homework activities that have a ** placed next to them that you must complete over the half term in order for your name to be
entered. Once you have completed a homework activity, please bring it into school to share with your classmates and teacher. Remember your
homework needs to be of a high quality (there were some fantastic examples again last term). Thank you and good luck!
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